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PRODUCTS OF PAIRWISE COMPACT SPACES 

By CarolI V. Riecke 

1. Introduction 

Several definitions of pairwise compactness for the bitopological spaces of KelIy 
(2). have appeared in the literature, of these definitions, this paper will concern 

those of Kim [3) (K -pairwise compactness) and Fletcher, Hoyle and Patty [1) 

(FHP-pair、vise compactness) showing their equivalence for pairwise Hausdorff 

spaces. 

Pahk and Choi [4) gave a characterization of F H P-pairwise compact spaces in 

terms of convergence of pairwise filter bases. A modified form of a theorem of 

Pahk and Choi will be used to establish necessary and sufficient conditions for 

FHP-pairwise compactness of products of bitopological spaces. The reader is 

referred to the above sources for the appropriate definitions. 

2. Products of bitopological spaces 

In a bitopologicaI space (X, ‘!?, tJ') a filterbase on X is termed a pairwise 
filterbase by Pahk and Choi if ‘종 contains a proper subset of X which is not 

dense in X with respect to either gr or tJ. If it is noted that any filterbase on 

X that is not a pairwise fiIterbase must accumuIate at every point with respect 

to one of the topologies, theorem 2. 1 of Pahk and Choi can be restated in a 

sIightly different form. 

THEOREM 2. 1. The fol!owi껴'g statements about a bitopological space are eq쩌νalent. 

(a) (X , gr , tJ') z's F H P-pairwise compact 

(b) Each pairμlise closed family of subsets of X saHsfying the fin z"te intersectz"on 

property Ìlαs n01Zvoid intersection. 

(c) For each filterbase OlZ X there exz"sts at least one point μIhich is both a ‘ÇjT

accunzul ation αnd a tJ'-accumulatio1Z point or the )딩lterbase accχmulates at 120 φoint 

wz"th resþect to one tOþology and at every point with resþect to the other topology. 

(d) For each maximal jz"lterbase on X there exists at least one φoint which is both 

a gr-limit point and a tJ'-Umit po쩌t or the jz"lterbase co12verges to no poi12t with 

respect to one toþology and to eνery point wzïh γespect to the other topology. 

• 
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THEOREM 2.2. 11 a bzïopologz'cal sþace (X. ‘9'. (l) z's K -paz'ru,z'se compact. each 

ultralilter has a limz't point with respect to each topology or converges to 110 point 

μ，z-tlz yespect to owe topology a7td to eueyy poz·yzt μ'üh respect to other tOþology. 

PROOF. Assume some ultrafilter $ on X has no .9-1imit point. If there 

exists ::iûme y in X which is not a (l-limit point of ‘갖. then some (l-open 

neighborhood V of y is not in ‘갖. Consider the adjoint topology ? (V) = {ø. X} 

U{UUVIUε?}. Each point X of X has a .9' -open neighborhood U" such that 

U" lS not in ‘갖. But then {U"U V} is a cover of X by members of ‘9'(V) having 

no finite subcover and ‘9'(V) can not be compact. hence (X. ‘9'. (l) is not K

palrwlse compact. 

COROLLARY 2. 1. K -pairwise compactness is eqztz'valent to F H P-pairω2.se cOilZ· 

〕αctness in the category 01 paz'rwise H ausdorll bitoþologz'cal spaces. 

PROOF. Swart [5] proved that F H P-pairwise compactness implies K -pair、vise

compactness. The reverse implication follows from theorems 2. 1 and 2.2 and a 

result of Pahk and Choi that a bitopological space is pairwise Hausdorff if and 

only if no filter has distinct .9 and (l-limit points. 

An immediate result of theorems 2. 1 and 2.2 is that for noncompact topologies. 

pair、vise compactness implies very strong connectivity properties. 

COROLLARY 2. 1. 11 (X . .9.(l) z's K-(FHP-) þaz'rwise compact aηd(X . .9') z's 

not comþact. then (l is hyperconl1ected. 

PROOF. If(X ’ ‘9') is not compact. then some ultrafilter F is not ‘?-convergent 

so must (l converge to each point and (lζ잦 is hyperconnected. 

THEOREM 2.3. 11 (X . .9') is a compact H ausdorll space and (l is any tOþology 

()n X lor μIhich (X • .9. (l) is φai7μ，ise Hausdorll and FHP-pairμ，ise compact. then 

‘9'=(l. 

PROOF. If.짖 is an ultrafilter which ‘9'-converges to x. (X • .9') Hausdorff and 

FHP-pairwise compactness of (X • .9'. (l) implies .중 must (l-converge to x. 

Conversely. if ‘종 (l-converges to x, compactness of (X,.9) implies ‘9' -convergence 

of ‘갖 and (X , .9, tl) pairwise Hausdorff implies ‘X ‘9'-converges to x. 

If {(X,.,.9i ’ 4깐)} is a family of bitopological spaces, let .9 and (l represent the 

product topologies on nXi determined by {‘%사 and {.:!깐}. Swart [5] has shown 

that (nXi ’ ‘
9', (l) being F H P-pairwise compact implies F H P-pairwise corn-
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pactness of each bitopological space (Xi’ ‘9 i, éJi). A somewhat more general result 
is presented here. 

THEOREM 2.4. 11 {(Xi’ ‘
9 i, r2' i) 1 z' ε I} z's a lamz"ly 01 bz'toþologz'cal sþaces witlz 

111> 1, (nxi . .9', r2') is FH P-þairzνise comþact zf aχd only zf each (Xi’
.9' i' .::.깐) 

z's FHP-ψaz·7μlise comþact and zf some (Xj ’ ‘
9 j ) ((Xj ' r2'j)) is not comþact(Xi’ 

gz) 
((Xe

’ ‘
9;)) is indiscrete lor each z'~j. 

PROOF. As noted above, F H P-pairwise compactness of (nX
i ’ ‘

9 , éJ) implying 
FHP-pairwise compactness of each (X

i ’ ‘9;, r2') was estabIished by Swart [5J. 
Suppose some (X

j ‘ 걷) is not compact. Then some ultrafilter 호j on Xj has 
no ‘5%1-1imit points. Then if k#j and jrk is any uItrafilter on Xk, consider an 
ultrafilter % on nXi containing the filterbase nξi= lnAilAi ε 중i} where 

%j=3'j' 짧=호k and %i is any ultrafilter on X i for z'~j， k. Given any 
projection map gi’‘fJT;C%) =종. Since .9'/%) =‘중j does not .9'rconverge, % 
does not .9'-converge and must r2'-converge to every point of nxi • Therefore, 

3'k must 껄-converge to each point of X k• since ‘증k was an arbitrary ultrafilter 

on X k' 
X k must be indiscrete. 

If the conditions hold, assume 호 is an ultrafilter on nxi • If 3' has no ‘
9-

Iimit points, then some .9'i(‘윷) does not .9'Cconverge and (X , .9'i) is not com
pact. Then F H P-pairwise compactness of (와， gz, 깎) and (Xj ’ r2'j) indiscrete 
for i처 impIies ‘잦 r2'-converges to each point of nxi . If ‘종 both .9' and r2'
converges, since each (Xi' .9'i' 짝) is FHP-pairwise compact, each P;C‘종) has 
a common ‘i것 and r2' i limit point and ‘갖 has a common .9' and r2' limit point 
so (nx i ,.9', r2') is FHP-pairwise compact. 

COROLLARY 2.3. In the category 01 þairwise Hausdorll sþaces, il 111>1 , 
(nxi,.9', éJ) is FHP-þairwise com,

‘
iþact zf and only zf each ‘gz = 47 z %d 

‘gz Z·s 

comþact. 

PROOF. If the product space is F H P-pairwise compact and some ‘9 i is not 

compact, then each 짝 is indiscrete for j쳐 and (Xj ' 촉， 짝) cannot be pairwise 

Hausdorff. Since each (Xi’ ‘9 i
) and (Xi' ("깐) are compact and (Xi,.9' i' r2'i) is 

pairwise Hausdorff, ‘9 i = r2'i by theorem 10 of Fletcher, Hoyle and Patty [lJ. 

It may be easily observed that for any topological space (X, 
‘
9) ,. if (J is the 

finite complement topology on X , then (X , ‘9 , r2') is FHP-pairwise compact. 
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Therefore, for any topology .7 on a set X there exists at least T 1 topology t? 

for which(X, ‘9', (J) is FHP-pairwise compact. Since there exist maximal T C 
compact topologies on any set, a corresponding question arises for bitopological 

spaces: Given a topological space (X, .7), what conditions on gr are necessary 

and sufficient to assure the existence of a maximal topology (J on X such that 

(X , ‘9', (J) is FHP-pairwise compact? Such a topology would of necessity be T 1• 

Cameron Col1ege 

Lawton, Oklahoma 
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